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ABSTRACT: From the diﬀusional behavior of nanoparticles
in heterogeneous hydrogels, quantitative information about
submicron structural features of the polymer matrix can be
derived. Pulsed-gradient spin−echo NMR is often the method
of choice because it measures diﬀusion of the whole ensemble
of nanoparticles. However, in 1H diﬀusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY), low-intensity nanoparticle signals have to be
separated from a highly protonated background. To circumvent
this, we prepared 19F labeled, PEGylated, water-soluble
dendritic nanoparticles with a 19F loading of ∼7 wt % to
enable background free 19F DOSY experiments. 19F nanoparticle diﬀusometry was benchmarked against 1H diﬀusion-T2
correlation spectroscopy (DRCOSY), which has a stronger
signal separation potential than the commonly used 1H DOSY experiment. We used bootstrap data resampling to estimate
conﬁdence intervals and stabilize 2D-Laplace inversion of DRCOSY data with high noise levels and artifacts, allowing
quantitative diﬀusometry even at low magnetic ﬁeld strengths (30 MHz). The employed methods oﬀer signiﬁcant advantages in
terms of sensitivity and selectivity.
spectroscopy12 (FCS), require ﬂuorescent labeling of particles
and optical transparency of the material. Particularly in
heterogeneous biopolymer gels, optical transparency issues
limit the use of these methods.
For diﬀusion measurements by NMR, we need nanoparticles
with NMR-observable nuclei in molecular segments with
liquidlike reorientation dynamics. Optical transparency of the
material is, however, not required. For this reason, NMR is as a
robust method for nanoparticle diﬀusometry in biopolymer
gels.
Dendrimers are ideal diﬀusional probes because they are
essentially monodisperse due to controlled, stepwise size
increments during synthesis.13 Nanoparticles are observed
from their 1H signals, but since they are typically dosed at
low levels (∼0.1 wt %) in order not to perturb submicron
structure, 1H diﬀusometry suﬀers from low selectivity for
particles against a highly protonated background of water and
polymer matrix. Although water and matrix signals can, for a
large part, be suppressed through spectral editing,14 any

B

iopolymer-based hydrogels are widely applied in technological applications, such as barrier and separation
materials, controlled release media, and in foods and cosmetics.
They derive many of their technologically relevant physical
parameters from their submicron structural features. Traditionally, these features have been studied by (electron) microscopic
techniques, but these methods are invasive and require careful
image analysis in order to quantify network parameters. An
increasingly popular method for the noninvasive characterization of heterogeneous hydrogels is through the observation
of hindered diﬀusion of embedded nanoparticles with diameters
in the 1−100 nm range. Physical models are available to
describe hindered diﬀusion of nanoparticles in polymer gels1
and solutions2 in terms of structural length scales and dynamics.
These physical models allow quantitative network descriptors
to be derived from experimental nanoparticle diﬀusion data.
Quantitative nanoparticle diﬀusometry has been convincingly
demonstrated in various biopolymer model systems, including
alginate,3 kappa-carrageenan,4 casein,5,6 gelatin,7 whey,8 and
collagen9 gels.
Optical methods to measure nanoparticle self-diﬀusion in
complex materials, including ﬂuorescence recovery after
photobleaching10,11 (FRAP) and ﬂuorescence correlation
© 2014 American Chemical Society
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Table 2. Diﬀusometry Experiments in This Worka

remaining background signal can cause diﬃculties in the
interpretation of nanoparticle diﬀusometry experiments.
One route to overcome the selectivity issues of 1H NMR
nanoparticle diﬀusometry is to label them with an NMR
observable isotope that is otherwise not present in the hydrogel
matrix. Due to its high gyromagnetic ratio, labeling nanoparticles with 19F is attractive and will allow for sensitive and
background-free detection.
A second route to achieve optimal separation of nanoparticle
and background signals is to use diﬀusion-T2 relaxation
correlation spectroscopy (DRCOSY) instead of the more
commonly used diﬀusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY). T2,
the spin−spin relaxation time, is the time constant that
describes how fast transverse magnetization decays to zero. The
building blocks of these techniques and required data
transformations are summarized in Table 1.

DRCOSY
DOSY

F1
acquisition

DOSY

PGSE

FID

DRCOSY

PGSE

time-domain
CPMG

low ﬁeld

7.0 T

0.7 T

1

H
1
H
19
F

1

H

n/a

DOSY experiments typically cannot be performed at low ﬁeld
strength because of poor magnet homogeneity in combination with
low chemical shift separation of signals. 19F experiments were not
performed at low ﬁeld strength because of low sensitivity due to the
relatively small 19F payload per particle and low particle concentrations.
a

at high ﬁeld was not performed, since it does not oﬀer
advantages over 19F DOSY in which only a single chemical shift
is present. DOSY is then preferred over DRCOSY because of
the stability of FT over Laplace inversion.
Kappa-carrageenan gels were chosen as the model system
because of their submicron structural heterogeneity. Lorén et al.
observed bimodal diﬀusion of nanoparticles in kappacarrageenan gels, which could be a result of the presence of
microdomains in which nanoparticles have truly diﬀerent
diﬀusion coeﬃcients.4 We will assess the performance of both
DOSY and DRCOSY for resolving bimodality of diﬀusion.

Table 1. DOSY and DRCOSY Experiments: Building
Blocksa
F2

high ﬁeld

transformations/ﬁtting
procedures
F1: Fourier transform
F2: Discrete exponential ﬁt
(SplMod15)
F2, F1: 2D Laplace inversion
(FLI19)

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Design of Labeled Nanoparticles. Poly(propyleneimine)
(PPI)-based dendrimers were used as a chassis for constructing
19
F labeled nanoparticles (SyMO-Chem B.V.). Three generations (G1, G3, and G5) of PPI dendrimers were functionalized
with C19F3 and coated with PEG (Figure 1). PEGylation

a

Building blocks of diﬀusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) and
diﬀusion-relaxation correlation spectroscopy (DRCOSY) experiments,
and their data transformations, are indicated. The PGSE block is based
on the stimulated echo: 90°−G−90°−τz−90°−G, where diﬀusion
observation time equals the time between gradient pulses G. DOSY is
composed of a pulsed-gradient spin−echo (PGSE) type diﬀusion
block in the F2 domain followed by acquisition of the free induction
decay (FID) in F1. FIDs are Fourier transformed to obtain NMR
spectra. Spectra are then ﬁtted with a discrete sum of attenuation
exponentials using SplMod.15 DRCOSY is composed of a PGSE type
diﬀusion experiment followed by time-domain Carr−Purcell−
Meiboom−Gill (CPMG, [180°−τe]n, where τe equals interecho
time) acquisition. Two-dimensional Laplace inversion (2D-ILT)
using a fast algorithm19 yields the diﬀusion-T2 correlation map.

In DOSY, free-induction decays (FID) are Fourier-transformed to obtain NMR spectra, and the pulsed gradient spin
echo (PGSE) dimension is ﬁtted with attenuation exponentials
using appropriate procedures, such as SplMod,15 CONTIN,16
or multivariate methods,17,18 to obtain associated diﬀusion
coeﬃcients. Here, we will be using SplMod because of its ability
to handle exponential sampling of the gradient axis and perform
a “coupled ﬁt” of all spectral points, resulting in a spectral
decomposition.
DRCOSY is a correlation experiment that combines the
PGSE and Carr−Purcell−Meiboom−Gill (CPMG) experiments. Acquisition of the NMR signal takes place in the time
domain (i.e., all echo intensities are recorded during the CPMG
experiment). Time domain acquisition allows the total
acquisition time of DRCOSY to equal that of DOSY. 2D
Laplace inversion of the data yields a diﬀusion-T2 correlation
map.
Here, we compare DOSY and DRCOSY 19F and 1H NMR
diﬀusometry of 19F-labeled, PEGylated dendrimer nanoparticles
(SyMO-Chem B.V.) in a kappa-carrageenan gel model system.
We performed 19F and 1H DOSY at 7 T ﬁeld strength and 1H
DROSY at 7 and 0.7 T ﬁeld strength (Table 2). 19F DRCOSY

Figure 1. Design of C19F3-functionalized nanoparticles based on
polypropylene-imine dendrimer cores of generations G1, G3, and G5
and a polyethylene glycol (PEG) corona, which prevents sticking of
particles to the biopolymer network. 19F-labels have been introduced
at the interface between the dendritic core and PEG corona.

solubilizes the particles and prevents interactions between the
particles and the biopolymer matrix. In order to avoid
compromised solubility of the dendrimers, the hydrophobic
C19F3 functional groups were introduced at the interface
between dendritic core and PEG corona.
NMR Relaxometry. 19F-labeled, PEGylated dendritic nanoparticles were characterized by 19F and 1H relaxometry.
Experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance II
spectrometer, equipped with a Bruker diﬀ25 probe, at 7.0 T
9230
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(300 MHz for 1H and 282 MHz for 19F), in water at 298 K.
The probe was equipped with a 10 mm RF insert that could be
tuned to both 1H and 19F. Sample volume was chosen as to not
exceed the NMR coil volume. Longitudinal relaxation (T1) was
measured by an inversion−recovery experiment (180°−τir−
90°). Transverse relaxation (T2) was measured by a frequencydomain CPMG experiment with an interecho time of 1 ms. In
the 1H case, PGSE diﬀusion editing was used to suppress the
water signal.
Preparation of Kappa-Carrageenan Gels. Kappa-carrageenan gels were prepared by dissolution of kappa-carrageenan
powder (Sigma-Aldrich), NaCl and KCl salts, and nanoparticles
in water, as described by Lorén et al.4 Kappa-carrageenan
weight fraction was varied between 1% and 5% in ﬁve steps. In
all experiments, nanoparticles were dosed at 0.1 wt %; NaCl
concentration was kept at 200 mM and KCl concentration at
20 mM. Molten gels were transferred into NMR tubes, where
the ﬁlling height was chosen not to exceed the linear part of the
magnetic ﬁeld gradient. Gels were allowed to stabilize for 24 h
before measurements were performed.
NMR Diﬀusometry. PGSE experiments were carried out by
stepwise variation of the gradient pulse amplitude, while
keeping the diﬀusion-observation time and gradient pulse width
constant. The attenuation of signal intensity as a function of the
experimental parameters is described by the Stejskal−Tanner
2
equation (I/I0) = e−q (Δ − δ/3)D, where (I/I0) is the signal
attenuation, Δ the eﬀective diﬀusion time (s), D the diﬀusion
coeﬃcient (m2 s−1) and q = γδg, where γ is the gyromagnetic
ratio of the observed nucleus (rad T−1 s−1), g is the magnetic
ﬁeld gradient amplitude (T m−1), and δ is the eﬀective gradient
pulse width (s), where δ ≪ Δ (narrow gradient pulse
approximation).20 Bimodality of diﬀusion in heterogeneous
gels can manifest itself through biexponential attenuation of the
NMR signal with increasing gradient strength.4 This means that
a curve of signal intensity versus q can be ﬁtted with a discrete
2
sum of attenuation exponentials (I/I0) = ∑iAie−q (Δ − δ/3)Di,
where Ai is the amplitude and Di the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of
component i.
Apparatus. High-ﬁeld 19F and 1H DOSY and 1H DRCOSY
NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance II
spectrometer at 7.0 T equipped with a Bruker diﬀ25 gradient
probe, as described above. This probe generates a maximum
ﬁeld gradient strength of 9.6 T m−1. Sample temperature was
kept at 293 K, regulated indirectly through the gradient-coil
cooling system to prevent any temperature gradients across the
sample. Low ﬁeld 1H DRCOSY experiments were performed
on a Maran Ultra spectrometer equipped with a 0.7 T
permanent magnet (30 MHz for 1H), equipped with a magnetic
ﬁeld gradient coil that generates a maximum gradient strength
of 1.2 T m−1. Low ﬁeld experiments were performed at room
temperature.
1
H (300 MHz) and 19F (282 MHz) DOSY. DOSY experiments
were performed on G1, G3, and G5 dendrimers in water and
carrageenan gels. A stimulated echo-based PGSE diﬀusion
experiment was used in combination with unipolar, trapezoidshaped gradient pulses. In all DOSY experiments, an eﬀective
diﬀusion time Δ of 200 ms was used and an eﬀective gradient
pulse width δ of 1.5 ms. The gradient strength was varied in a
logarithmic manner between 0.5−4.5 T m−1 for 1H and 0.03−
4.5 T m−1 for 19F in 64 steps. A stimulated-echo-based PGSE
experiment requires nonzero initial gradient amplitude.
However, the initial gradient was stronger in the 1H case

than in the 19F case in order to eﬀectively suppress the intense
H signal of water, whose diﬀusion coeﬃcient is over 10 times
higher than that of dendrimer nanoparticles. For 1H NMR
measurements, the NMR signal was averaged 16 times and for
19
F NMR 64 times. Experimental repetition time was set at 3
times T1 of PEG and 19F labels, respectively.
High-Field 1H (300 MHz) DRCOSY. High-ﬁeld DRCOSY
experiments were performed on G1, G3, and G5 dendrimers in
water and carrageenan gels. Experiments were based on a
stimulated echo-based PGSE diﬀusion experiment with
unipolar, trapezoid-shaped gradient pulses, followed by timedomain CPMG acquisition. Experimental parameters for the
PGSE block were the same as those used in 1H DOSY. For
CPMG, an interecho time of 1 ms was used, and 2048 echo
intensities were recorded. The NMR signal was averaged 16
times. Experimental repetition time was set at 3 times T1 of
PEG.
Low-Field 1H (30 MHz) DRCOSY. Low-ﬁeld DRCOSY
experiments were performed on G3 dendrimers in water and
carrageenan gels. The experimental parameters for the PGSE
and CPMG blocks were identical to those used for high-ﬁeld
DRCOSY, except that gradient strength was varied in a
logarithmic manner between 0.5−1.2 T m−1 in 64 steps. The
NMR signal was averaged 256 times. Experimental repetition
time was set at 3 times T1 of PEG.
Data Analysis. We used bootstrap data resampling21 as a
simple but eﬀective tool to estimate conﬁdence intervals in
PGSE and CPMG data. Furthermore, we found that bootstrap
resampling is an eﬀective method to stabilize 2D Laplace
inversion of DRCOSY data subject to high noise levels and
artifacts that would otherwise lead to “spurious” peaks in the DT2 correlation maps.
Bootstrap resampling was implemented as transformation of
subsequent random subselections of data points and
summation of the resulting intensity spectra or correlation
maps. Bootstrapping is an adequate statistical method because
the distribution of statistics (diﬀusion coeﬃcient, T2) is not
known (deviations from the bimodal model might occur in the
case of diﬀusive exchange), and the sample size is low,
particularly in the PGSE dimension (∼101 data points).
Previously, random addition of noise has been used as an
analogous method to estimate errors in PGSE data.22 Bootstrap
resampling, however, does not manipulate data points and
oﬀers the additional beneﬁt of evaluating model robustness,
besides evaluating the eﬀects of noise.
Analysis of DOSY Experiments. NMR spectra were obtained
through Fourier transformation of FIDs and subsequent
phasing using standard procedures. In the PGSE dimension,
1000 bootstrap samples of 64 spectra were prepared. These
1000 bootstrap samples were successively ﬁtted with 1−3
attenuation exponentials through SplMod.15,23 For analyzing
1
H NMR diﬀusometric data, SplMod was used in the coupled
mode in order to achieve spectral decomposition. The nonzero
initial gradient amplitude was set to q = 0 in order to suppress
the water signal in the resulting intensity spectra. This
procedure only changes the point at which the attenuation
curve intercepts the amplitude axis and does not inﬂuence the
estimated diﬀusion coeﬃcients, which follow from the
attenuation rate as a function of q. In the 19F case, the single
C19F3 resonance was integrated and ﬁtted by SplMod (not in
coupled mode because spectral decomposition is not required).
Basic bootstrapped conﬁdence limits were obtained by ﬁnding
1
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Table 3. Physical Properties of PPI Dendrimer Constructsa
PPI dendrimer generation
hydrodynamic diameter (nm)
molar mass (kDa)
mass fraction 19F (wt %)
T1 (ms)

1

H, PEG
F, −C19F3
1
H, PEG
19
F, −C19F3
19

T2 (ms)

−3.7 ppm
−64 ppm
−3.7 ppm
−64 ppm

G1
2.76
3.156
7.2
633 ±
620 ±
589 ±
400 ±

20
12
25
10

G3
4.58
13.043
7.0
538 ± 18
561 ± 11
505 ± 28
240 ± 12

G5
6.90
52.592
6.9
529 ± 23
412 ± 15
375 ± 30
129 ± 12

a

Characterization of functionalized G1, G3, and G5 poly(propyleneimine) (PPI) dendritic nanoparticles. Hydrodynamic diameters were calculated
from diﬀusion coeﬃcients in water at 298 K through the Stokes−Einstein equation. Relaxation parameters were measured at 7.0 T.

the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature. Hydrodynamic
particle diameters were found to be 2.76, 4.58, and 6.90 nm for
G1, G3, and G5 dendrimers, respectively. Nanoparticles
dissolved in water and stored at room temperature were stable
over periods of months, as conﬁrmed by invariant 19F and 1H
NMR spectra and self-diﬀusion coeﬃcients.
NMR Diﬀusometry. In heterogeneous systems, multimodal
diﬀusion will be observed only at timescales smaller than
required for particles to exchange between diﬀerent domains.
At longer timescales, a single diﬀusion coeﬃcient will be
observed again (central limit theorem). In kappa-carrageenan
gels, varying the experimental diﬀusion-observation time did
not change the apparent diﬀusion behavior. This implies that
particle exchange is much slower than typical diﬀusionobservation times accessible with PGSE NMR. We consequently chose a diﬀusion observation time of 200 ms, at
which the narrow gradient pulse requirement is satisﬁed.
19
F (282 MHz) and 1H (300 MHz) DOSY. Because pulsedﬁeld gradient probeheads require smaller-than-usual sample
volumes in view of gradient linearity requirements, it is diﬃcult
to obtain high magnetic ﬁeld homogeneity within the sample
(“shimming”). This leads to strong overlap of signals in the
NMR spectrum. DOSY, which relies on acquisition of the
NMR spectrum, did therefore not strongly separate nanoparticle and background signals adequately in the spectral
domain. We ﬁtted up to three attenuation exponentials to both
1
H and 19F DOSY spectra, and the resulting diﬀusion
coeﬃcients and bootstrapped error intervals were calculated.
A representative three-component spectral decomposition of
the 1H DOSY data is presented in Figure 2. It can be seen that
all signals are broad and distorted, due to low magnetic ﬁeld
homogeneity. The ﬁrst component, which has the largest
diﬀusion coeﬃcient (∼10−10 m2 s−1), corresponds to sucrose

the median and one-standard-deviation quantiles of the relevant
parameters.24
Analysis of DRCOSY Experiments. A zeroth-order phase
correction was applied to the CPMG echo train. Subsequently,
the data were bootstrapped and analyzed through Fast 2D
Laplace Inversion (FLI).19 As in 1H DOSY, the intense water
signal was suppressed by a strong initial gradient. The PGSE
axis, which starts at a nonzero value, was again shifted to zero
initial gradient amplitude (q = 0), in order to suppress the
intense water signal. Before 2D Laplace inversion, 250
bootstrap samples were prepared of both the PGSE and
CPMG dimensions and combined into 250 two-dimensional
reference matrices. Data points selected through these matrices
were subsequently inverted by FLI. For all bootstrap ﬁts, the
regularization (“smoothing”) parameter was ﬁxed at a low
value. Because FLI output is the intensity map back-predicted
to (t = 0, q = 0), resulting maps could simply be summed to
obtain an averaged map, in which robust elements would
survive and spurious peaks would disappear. Unlike in the
DOSY case, bootstrapped parameter distributions could not be
obtained directly. Instead, we determined the signal width
(fwhm) in the bootstrapped intensity map in order to estimate
the error.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of 19F-Labeled Dendrimers. By
attaching 19F labels in-between dendritic cores and PEG
coronas, we introduced 19F payloads of ∼7 wt % without
aﬀecting the water solubility of the dendrimer constructs. In the
current design, the ratio between 19F nuclei and PEG 1H nuclei
is 1:15. Higher 19F payloads should be attainable with the used
PPI architectures via a similar design. 19F NMR spectra of three
generations of C19F3-functionalized dendritic nanoparticles
showed a single resonance line (−64 ppm). The 1H spectrum
showed a prominent signal from the PEG corona (3.7 ppm)
and several broad dendritic signals. Relaxation parameters of
19
F labels and PEG groups at 7.0 T are presented in Table 3.
Longitudinal (T1) and transverse (T2) relaxation times of
polyethylene glycol (PEG) corona and 19F labels at 7.0 T ﬁeld
strength allow for diﬀusion-observation times of order 101−102
ms. Although it can be predicted that the use of spin−echobased PGSE would result in a higher S/N than the use of a
stimulated echo, we chose to use stimulated-echo-based PGSE,
because T2 might shift to lower values when nanoparticles are
embedded in dense polymer gels. Hydrodynamic diameters of
nanoparticles were estimated from their diﬀusion coeﬃcients in
water at 298 K, as measured by DOSY, through the Stokes−
Einstein equation 3πηdhD = kbT, where η is solvent dynamic
viscosity (1.002 mPa s for water at 298 K), dh the
hydrodynamic particle diameter, D the diﬀusion coeﬃcient, kb

Figure 2. Representative result of 1H DOSY three-component spectral
decomposition by SplMod in coupled mode (5 wt % carrageenan
containing 0.1 wt % G5 dendrimers). Error bars represent 1 standard
deviation.
9232
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(with a contribution of nonsuppressed water), an impurity in
some of the commercially available kappa-carrageenan batches
(Section S−3 of the Supporting Information). The sucrose
NMR spectrum includes a broad range of chemical shifts in the
sugar region. The second component (D ∼ 10−11 m2 s−1)
corresponds to the PEG corona of the dendrimer particles. The
diﬀusion coeﬃcient of this component decreases as a function
of kappa-carrageenan concentration. From this eﬀect, structural
properties of the matrix can be calculated through physical
models of diﬀusion in polymer gels.1 The third component (D
∼ 10−13 m2 s−1) can correspond to slow-diﬀusing particles,
(immobile) kappa-carrageenan matrix (Figure S3 of the
Supporting Information) or both. The presence of a slowdiﬀusing particle fraction can either indicate the presence of
microdomains with diﬀerent polymer densities in which
particles have diﬀerent diﬀusion coeﬃcients or that the polymer
matrix acts as a conﬁnement in which particles can become
restricted in their diﬀusion. In 1H DOSY, however, slowdiﬀusing particles and kappa-carrageenan signal cannot be
properly separated due to both their low intensities and low
diﬀusion coeﬃcients. Low diﬀusion coeﬃcients are diﬃcult to
resolve due to limited PFG amplitudes. From 1H DOSY alone,
the existence of a slow-diﬀusing fraction can therefore not be
unambiguously established.
In 19F DOSY, water, solutes, and matrix signals are not
present. We have compared one- and two-component models
for 19F with the three-component model for 1H DOSY. If a
slow-diﬀusing particle fraction is indeed present, we expect to
observe two components in 19F DOSY data. In Figure 3, top, it
can be seen that for all particles, close overlap of 19F data with
the second component of 1H DOSY is found with a onecomponent ﬁt of 19F data. However, (only) for G5 particles, a
two-component ﬁt also gives satisfactory agreement with the
1
H data. Furthermore, for G5 particles, ﬁtting a second
component leads to a relatively strong decrease of the standard
deviation of the ﬁt (Figures S-2c, g, h, i of the Supporting
Information). We thus ﬁnd a slow-diﬀusing particle fraction
only for G5 particles. As was the case for 1H DOSY, the slowdiﬀusing fraction is ill-resolved due to its low intensity and
diﬀusion coeﬃcient. It can be seen in Figure 3, however, that
the 1H DOSY, third component and 19F DOSY, second
component for G5 particles are in agreement within the same
order of magnitude.
1
H DRCOSY at High (300 MHz) and Low (30 MHz) Field
Strengths. Since DRCOSY does not rely on separation of
signals on the basis of chemical shift, there is no requirement
for the magnetic ﬁeld to be as homogeneous as for the DOSY
case. During CPMG, successive spin echoes will refocus
dephasing due to static ﬁeld inhomogeneity. Since there is no
need for spectral resolution, DRCOSY can also be used at low
ﬁeld strengths. At ﬁrst sight, therefore, DRCOSY seems a more
appropriate method for nanoparticle diﬀusometry. A drawback
of DRCOSY, however, is the necessity to use 2D Laplace
inversion to obtain the diﬀusion-T2 relaxation correlation map.
Laplace inversion is an ill-conditioned problem in that the
signal matrix cannot be inverted robustly under the eﬀects noise
and signal artifacts, and a large number of solutions exist that ﬁt
the data within the experimental error. A small change in the
signal (e.g., due to noise or artifacts) can lead to a large change
in the solution. Generally, the output is the simplest (most
parsimonious) solution that is consistent with experimental
data, generally with smoothness of the distribution as a
constraint.16 Standard regularization methods for 2D Laplace

Figure 3. Diﬀusion of G1, G3, and G5 dendritic nanoparticles in
kappa-carrageenan. Diﬀusion coeﬃcients derived from SplMod ﬁts of
19
F DOSY and coupled SplMod ﬁts of 1H DOSY spectra (top). Error
bars represent 1 standard deviation. 19F DOSY spectra were ﬁtted with
one component for G1 and G3 and G5 and two components for G5.
1
H DOSY spectra were ﬁtted with three exponentials. For 1H, only
nanoparticle-associated components are shown. Diﬀusion coeﬃcients
derived from 1H DRCOSY at high and low ﬁeld, fast diﬀusing fraction
only (bottom). For DRCOSY, errors were estimated from correlation
peak width in bootstrap-resampled diﬀusion−T2 maps.

inversions such as Tikhonov regularization are used to impose
this smoothness. This way, noise-free solutions are obtained,
but the solution is generally oversmoothed.25
Due to the low dosage levels of nanoparticles, noise and
artifacts (e.g., small echo modulations due to spectrometer
imperfections) become signiﬁcant. Here, we use very little
regularization and alternatively use bootstrap data resampling
both as a tool to estimate conﬁdence intervals and to average
out the eﬀects of noise and artifacts. We prefer bootstrapping to
regularization because we found that regularization does not
stabilize our correlation maps as consistently as bootstrapping.
The cause of this must lie in the eﬀects of signal artifacts rather
than of noise. As opposed to noise, artifacts are not necessarily
randomly distributed, which can lead to a consistent peak in the
D−T2 correlation maps. Bootstrapping will remove peaks of
such artifacts, at least if they cannot be described by an
exponential function.
We have illustrated the eﬀects of bootstrap resampling in
Figure 4, where we compare diﬀusion-T2 correlation maps of
raw and bootstrapped data. Bootstrapping leads to a
stabilization of diﬀusion-T2 correlation maps, as can be seen
from the fact that signals in bootstrapped maps persist in all
samples (cf. section S−1 of the Supporting Information). When
comparing the two maps, it can be seen that bootstrap
resampling removes some spurious signals and broadens
persistent correlation peaks. The additional broadening
introduced by bootstrap data resampling can be interpreted
as a measure for the conﬁdence interval of diﬀusion coeﬃcients
and T2 relaxation times.
9233
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Discussion. In this work, we assessed two routes to
overcome selectivity issues in NMR nanoparticle diﬀusometry.
The ﬁrst route relied on 19F labeling of nanoparticles, leading to
background-free diﬀusion measurements but lower sensitivity
than for 1H. The second route deployed 1H DRCOSY, instead
of DOSY, to achieve a stronger separation between probe and
background signals.
While sensitivity of 19F DOSY is lower than 1H DOSY due to
the limited number of 19F labels per particle, it is clear from
Figure 3, top, that error intervals for the fast-diﬀusing particle
fractions are comparable. With the available sensitivity and PFG
power, it is not possible to separate the 1H signal from slowdiﬀusing particles from the 1H signal from the immobile kappacarrageenan matrix. Although sensitivity of 19F DOSY is lower
due to the limited number of 19F labels per particle,
background-free observation of the particles demonstrates the
existence of a slow-diﬀusing particle fraction for G5 particles
only.17 In terms of matrix properties, this indicates that the
lower limit of the matrix mesh size is on the order of 5−7 nm,
between the diameters of G3 and G5 particles.
In Figure 3, bottom, it can be seen that the experimental
error of DRCOSY for the fast-diﬀusing particle fraction is
higher than the error in a three-component ﬁt of 1H or onecomponent ﬁt of 19F DOSY. However, like 19F DOSY,
DRCOSY will oﬀer a better separation of probe and
background signals in more complex matrices because signal
separation on the basis of T2 gives a less complex pattern than
on the basis of chemical shift. Although this intensity appears at
the edge of the correlation map and therefore is diﬃcult to
quantify, it does not appear in D-T2 maps of G1 and G3
particles. This indicates that DRCOSY is able to establish the
existence of a slow-diﬀusing particle fraction where 1H DOSY is
not. T2 oﬀers a much broader separation window than the ∼15
ppm of chemical shift commonly observed in 1H NMR. In fact,
in the current setup, the NMR spectrum does not oﬀer any
signiﬁcant potential for separation of signals but rather helps to
identify the chemical nature of a component. The advantage of
1
H DOSY over DRCOSY in terms of sensitivity thus only exists
by the virtue of reliable spectral decomposition, which can only
be achieved when ﬁtting a small number of discrete
components.
19
F DOSY and 1H DRCOSY oﬀer clear advantages over 1H
DOSY in terms of sensitivity and resolution. These advantages
will become more pronounced in compositionally more
complex matrices. At the same time, 1 H DOSY is
complementary to DRCOSY in that it can give information
about the chemical nature of the diﬀerent components, whereas
1
H DRCOSY oﬀers a stronger separation power.
Sensitivity is the only limiting factor for nanoparticle
diﬀusometry at low ﬁeld strengths. With the current 19F
payload, sensitivity at low ﬁeld strength (28 MHz) is too low at
a dosage level of 0.1 wt %. For 1H, it can be seen in the bottom
of Figure 3 that the error estimates for high- and low-ﬁeld
DRCOSY are comparable. Although magnetic ﬁeld strength
diﬀered with a factor of 10 (S/N ∼30 times lower), the
comparable sensitivity can be accounted for by 16 times more
signal averaging, the use of a more sensitive RF coil (solenoid
instead of birdcage), and by a longer T2 for PEG at low ﬁeld
(Figure S-1d of the Supporting Information). We have shown
the feasibility of DRCOSY nanoparticle diﬀusometry on
(benchtop) low-ﬁeld spectrometers.

Figure 4. Representative 1H diﬀusion-T2 relaxation correlation maps
of dendritic nanoparticles in kappa-carrageenan gels (4 wt % kappacarrageenan, G5 dendrimers). Single ﬁt of raw data is shown (top) and
the ﬁt of bootstrap-resampled data (bottom).

In general, nanoparticles give rise to three correlation peaks
with a common diﬀusion coeﬃcient. As determined by a
CPMG pulse train with subsequent acquisition of the NMR
spectrum, the component with the longest T2 corresponds to
PEG, which is the most mobile part of the particles. Shorter T2
signals correspond to protons more to the interior of the
particles. A signal from sucrose is also visible, as well as two
signals that most probably correspond to slow-diﬀusing
particles because their T2 values correspond to those of fastdiﬀusing particles. Because this intensity appears at the very
edge of the correlation map, it is diﬃcult to quantify this
fraction in terms of a diﬀusion coeﬃcient. The slow-diﬀusing
nanoparticle component is observed only in DRCOSY maps of
G5 particles, just as we observed this component only in 19F
DOSY experiments of G5 particles. Mean diﬀusion coeﬃcients
for the fast-diﬀusing particle fraction, derived from high and low
ﬁeld DRCOSY experiments are presented in Figure 3, bottom,
where they are compared with the diﬀusion coeﬃcients derived
from 19F and 1H DOSY.
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CONCLUSIONS
F-labeled dendrimer constructs allow for background-free
nanoparticle diﬀusometry studies. However, the 19F payload of
the current construct (∼7 wt %) requires a high-ﬁeld NMR
instrument to be used for adequate sensitivity. The employed
nanoparticle design does allow for higher 19F-payloads without
compromising solubility. 1H NMR diﬀusometry based on
observation of the PEG signal oﬀers higher overall sensitivity,
but probe and background signals cannot always be adequately
separated. In spite of lower overall sensitivity, 19F DOSY oﬀers
superior selectivity and sensitivity for bimodal particle diﬀusion.
As another alternative to 1H DOSY, we demonstrated that 1H
DRCOSY has a larger separation power than 1H DOSY at
equal overall sensitivity and that bootstrapping is an eﬀective
method to stabilize resulting diﬀusion-T2 maps toward the
eﬀects of noise and artifacts. Bimodal nanoparticle diﬀusion
could be established from both 19F DOSY and 1H DRCOSY.
The latter method can be performed using widely available lowﬁeld NMR instrumentation.
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(S−1) Overview of high- and low-ﬁeld DRCOSY maps, raw,
and bootstrap resampled data ﬁts. (Figure S−1a) Generation 1
dendrimers, 300 MHz. (Figure S−1b) Generation 3
dendrimers, 300 MHz. (Figure S−1c) Generation 5 dendrimers, 300 MHz. (Figure S−1d) Generation 3 dendrimers, 30
MHz. (S−2) Comparison of 1H and 19F DOSY spectral
decompositions and their standard deviations. (Figure S−2a)
1
H DOSY, three-component ﬁt. (Figure S−2b) 19F DOSY, onecomponent ﬁt. (Figure S−2c) 19F DOSY, two-component ﬁt.
(Figure S−2d) 1H DOSY, G1 dendrimers, residuals. (Figure
S−2e) 1H DOSY, G3 dendrimers, residuals. (Figure S−2f) 1H
DOSY, G5 dendrimers, residuals. (Figure S−2g) 19F DOSY, G1
dendrimers, residuals. (Figure S−2h) 19 F DOSY, G3
dendrimers, residuals. (Figure S−2i) 19F DOSY, G5 dendrimers, residuals. (S−3) NMR spectrum of kappa-carrageenan
gel in D2O; presence of sucrose. Background signal of kappacarrageenan matrix at high PFG amplitude. (Figure S−3a)
NMR spectrum of 3 wt % carrageenan gel at 500 MHz, relative
to HDO (4.79 ppm). (Figure S−3b) Same sample, at 300
MHz, as a function of increasing PFG intensity. This material is
available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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